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CHAPTER 5 
 

DISCUSSION 

5.1  Conclusions 

Following conclusions were made by this study and implementation. 

1. In overhead power line design, even when the route has been finally selected, 

there are many possibilities for designing the overhead line between two 

given points. e.g. A large number of low structures with short spans or a few 

tall structures with long spans. Terrain profile along and across the route 

determines the necessary structure heights. Structure spotting must ensure 

that adequate clearances between conductors themselves and to objects 

crossed by the line are maintained under all conditions. Being so, these 

different possibilities for designing, results on different costs at construction. 

Therefore the alternative should be selected, which complies with all 

technological and terrain conditions and involves the lowest investment. 
 

2. In conventional manner, structure spotting is carried out manually by the 

design engineer, by using catenary templates on hard profile drawings, using 

Auto-CADD drawings or using PLS-CADD line design software. In all these 

methods, the quality of structure spotting depends largely on the experience 

and care of the design engineer. He is hardly in a position to evaluate 

economic consequences of all the possible structure locations, since such a 

comparison is highly time consuming. Automatic tower spotting overcome 

this difficulty and provides the engineer a platform to evaluate economic 

consequences in the design.  
 

3. The commercially used data processing software for power line design 

available in the international market is PLS-CADD, which automatic spotting 

is available as a high cost option of it. This software has been being used in 

Sri Lanka by utility and few contractors who are involved in transmission and 

distribution line construction field. But automatic spotting is not available 
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with them and those parties still use the conventional method for designing. 

Therefore, cost optimized power line design by using automatic spotting still 

remains as an untouched topic in Sri Lanka.   

 
4. Choice of the sites and heights of the structures in the design of an overhead 

power line can be processed as a combinational problem and can be solved as 

a dynamic programming problem by means of computer data processing. By 

this study, a Visual Basic program incorporated as a Microsoft Excel Macro, 

was designed and implemented successfully for automatic design and cost 

optimization of medium voltage overhead power lines in Sri Lanka. 

 
5. Given the profile data, structure and conductor parameters, required ground 

and obstacle clearances and cost details, the automatic structure spotting and 

cost optimization by computer program is carried out using the tower 

configuration method, which tries the automatic line design for ten tower 

configurations at a time.  

 
6. The data processing program tested for conventionally designed and 

constructed lines and observed that, a considerable cost reduction could be 

achieved superior than 1%. The optimality is varying with the line section 

parameters such as section length, terrain features, obstacles present and the 

structure type used.  

 
7. Program sensitivity to profile survey data intervals (distance between two 

survey points) is high, since the program test sites for tower spotting are the 

survey points which act as profile input to the program. Program shows 

higher optimality if distance between survey points is in the range of 1 to 10 

m. If data given by the surveyor are not in this format the designer has to 

arrange extrapolated data in between, as required. 

 
8. By data processing program, optimality of using different structure categories 

(eg. Using Mast structure type over Tower structure type) for the line can be 

checked and in accordance with the results, suitable category can be selected. 
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9. In conventional line design methods, after preparing a preliminary structure 

spotting, compliance with all technical stipulations such as wind and weight 

span, need to be checked one by one in detail for each structure placed. If 

these conditions are not complied with, the structure spotting or structure 

heights should be corrected accordingly. But, the developed program 

automatically checks these technical conditions for each structure at 

automatic spotting and the result given is the final and error free solution.  

 
10. Program consists with the facility to optimized end tower height for avoiding 

unnecessarily overdesigned end spans. Further to that the designer has option 

to manually checks and changes any of the tower type in any tower 

configuration in accordance with the requirement.     

 

5.2 Suggestions to be implemented  

Power line construction throughout Sri Lanka is solely carried out by main utility and 

contractual parties who work under construction agreements with the utility. Even 

though, sometimes contractual parties do the design, reviewing and approval of the 

designs is again done by the utility. Therefore, the utility have authority to adopt cost 

optimization in transmission and distribution power line design. Most recent line 

design work are done by PLS-CASDD software and therefore, profile data are 

submitted by surveyors in both formats; as profile drawings and as excel data sheets. 

Design engineer can directly feed profile data which are available as excel data sheet, 

to the developed program and could gain cost optimized design solutions. Then, the 

design engineer has only to graphically implement identified structure sites and 

structure heights throughout the terrain by PLS-CADD software. Therefore, adopting 

the methodology and program which discussed in this report, for power line design is 

recommended as suitable.  

Even though this report discuss the application of developed methodology and 

software program for medium voltage power line designing, this can be further 

improved and adopted to transmission line design. When, improving the software 
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program for transmission line design, some modifications will be needed in program 

coding for cater with different number of tower height steps and different 

combinations of structure configurations.  

The developed data processing program does ten numbers of designs for pre-

specified ten tower configurations at a time and gives lowest cost solution from those 

designs. Program can be further adjusted as a future development to handle with all 

the possible combinations of towers along a line section by increasing the tower 

configuration matrix.  

Structure foundation Cost variations due to different soil conditions available 

throughout the terrain, are not considered for cost calculations in developed program. 

As an example, foundation of a structure located on muddy soil is costlier than a 

foundation on hard soil. Avoiding structure placement on high cost foundation areas 

would result in further cost reduction of line. Therefore, adopting features to 

developed program for identify and avoid those placements up to possible extent is 

suggested as a future development option. 

The developed software program does not have provision for avoiding structure 

placement on profile survey points where obstacles are present. In current situation, 

design engineer has to shift such points by several meters when graphically 

implementing the cost optimized solution. Development of the program to avoid 

using of obstacle points as structure test sites is suggested as future improvement.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


